moments. We present here shell-model results for the ground states of stable sd-shell nuclei which have such higher moments, namely ground states with J'=-, " and -, ' . Even though the higher moments form a less extensive field for study than do the conventional dipole and quadrupole cases, the added dimensions they bring to our perception of nuclear structure, particularly when all facets of the multipole structure can be incorporated into a unified theory, make experimental pursuit of this kind of information highly desirable.
The present paper is organized in an attempt to make clear the 
The one-body operator associated with the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the nucleus in the long wavelength limit (q -0) can be divided into electric and magnetic multipole operators4 
where in free space e~=e, e"=0, g~=5.585, g'"= -3.826, g~=1, andg"'=0. In terms of these operators the electric and magnetic multipole moments are defined by convention' as 0 =(L 1) ( The reduced isospin single-particle matrix elements are (tl~1 ( [t) =v 2 'and (t In order to make clear the structure of the single-particle matrix elements of the EL and ML operators, they have been evaluated in Table II Moreira, and T. E. Drake, Can. J. Phys. 51, 2125 Phys. 51, (1975 renormalization of the single-particle matrix elements might be approximated by introducing j-independent effective charges e~a nd e ", and effective g factors g~, g'", g~, and g"'. The possible uses of effective operators in shell-model calculations has been investigated empirically for M1 and E2 observables in sd-shell nuclei. ' The experimental magnetic moments are fairly well described by the sd-shell-model predictions using the free-space g factors. However, the agreement can be improved by using empirically 5f(L =3) = --'5)(L =2), where the 6 are defined by 'References 25-27; these measurements were made in the long-wavelength limit lat zero momentum (q) transfer t. are in much better agreement with experiment than are the extreme-single-particle (Schmidt) predictions. This agreement can be improved somewhat further, especially in the upper sd shell, by using empirical single-particle matrix elements obtained from a least-squares fit to experimental dipole moments (see the column labeled p, (sd)~in Table IV However, in other cases, e.g. , the M3 moment of "0, the discrepancies cannot be thus explained away and may constitute symptoms of fundamental defects in the present approach to nuclear structure.
